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The rolling legend on rails.

Wherever it shows up, it is always bound to draw admiration: This showcase item

was presented as an example of Swiss workmanship at the Swiss National 

Exposition in 1939. The Red Arrow «Churchill»(double-length version)  acquired 

the legendary nickname «Churchill» in 1946 when former British prime minister 

Winston Churchill travelled through Switzerland on this train.

Technical Data

Built :   1935

Length (buffer-buffer) : 25.2m  (normal version)

Weight:  41 000kg

Power: 400 kW / 540 HP

Speed: 100 km/h
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Building Instructions 

Print all sheets on 160g card.

Base of locomotive
Rear portion:

1 Glue part [2] inside [1]. Strengthen parts [3] with card [3a] then glue each of the 4 
units in the positions marked on [2].

2 Glue tab [4] in place at front of base.
3 Glue [5] in place,] making sure that the arrows marking the sides of  [1] line up with 

the positions of the bulkheads on [5].  Immediately place a weight on the unit until the 
glue is dry, to prevent warping!

Front portion:
4 Repeat the procedure for the front portion, with parts [6]-[10], then join the 2 

portions.  Place a weight on the 2 portions, until the glue is dry, to prevent 
warping. 

5 Glue the bulkheads ‘B’ in the positions marked.

Front and rear ‘noses’
6 Cut out [12], round-fold then glue the tab [13] in place.
7 Cut out [14], round the edges after snipping the edges where shown, then glue onto 

unit [12]/[13], firstly only the yellow tabs to be glued.  When dry, glue the remaining 
tabs. 

8 Cut out all X areas.

9 Glue the front and rear noses in place on the main body.
10 Glue parts [15] in place.
11 Add buffers [16].
12 For authenticity (contouring), cut out the windows/doors [11A] of part [11], and glue 

onto the back of [11]. Glue [11] in place on the base unit. Then cut the slits on the roof
– front and back, and when, glue remaining slitted portions. Cut off overhang, 
preferably just before glue is dry.

13 Add lamps [20].

Wheels etc.
14 Cut out all axle units [16], assemble and glue in place in the position marked.
15 Using staples, add the 8 handrails left and right of each of the 4 doors, painting them 

yellow with acrylic paint.

      Roof
16 Cut out, fold and glue parts [17] in position shown.
17 Assemble pantograph [18] by bending a paper clip to the form shown, and glue in 

place on [17].  Add the diagonals.
18 Assemble the 9 insulators [19] as shown, and glue in position.  Join each with 

copper wire as shown.

---oooOooo---
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